
HS Teacher-Student

Discussion Questions Following the Video

FAQs from
High School Students

 Discuss possible alerts 
that might be heard that 
indicate an intruder is in 
our school.

 Discuss how we will  
barricade this classroom 
and other classrooms in 
the building.

 Discuss the location of 
the closest exit.

 Discuss where we might 
evacuate.

 What if I am in the hallway or bathroom? You should 
find the closest exit and evacuate the building. If you 
cannot run out of the building, find a safe place to 
lockdown or barricade. 

 Will I get in trouble for leaving the building? You will 
absolutely not get in trouble. With this new protocol, 
you are supposed to leave the building quickly if that is 
an option. Your teacher may in fact tell you to evacuate. 

 Do we all have to evacuate to the same place? No. Your 
class or schools may talk about ideas for places to run 
to, but the most important thing is to go quickly and 
get as far away from the building as possible. There will 
be plenty of first responders out in the neighborhood in 
a matter of minutes to help you. Find a safe adult once 
you can no longer see the building.

 How will my parents find me? The district will get 
information to your parents on where they can come 
pick you up. It will not be at our school or where you 
might evacuate to…it will be at another location, like a 
Walmart or the fire station where you will be 
transported to be reunited with your family.

 I am a high school student. Can I jump in my car and 
drive away to evacuate? Run from the building. DO NOT 
drive. Any sort of traffic jam would delay public safety 
from arriving on the scene as soon as possible. 


